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- Abstract (300 words):
  How does one experience and engage in a world that is always in a state of transformation, that is understood as a continuum with no beginnings or endings – a world where self and other are no longer separate from another? What concepts or tools could be applied to interpret such dynamics? The constantly changing character of these dynamic processes calls for an adaptable framing device through which dynamic spatial configurations may be played out or decoded.

  Inevitably, this dynamic moves the focus away from objects, such as buildings existing independently from human interactions (subject) and shifts the perception towards a continuous discourse between the object and the subject – a dialogue of temporal spatial configurations with no fixed beginnings or endings through which multiple agents and agencies participate.
Within this framework we are born in interaction out of patterns of interactions – a point of view wherein the object and subject are in a continuous dialogue with one another. As no impositions or intentions are projected, the act of interacting is from this point of view an inclusive process of world making in which self is as much imbedded in the other as the object is imbedded in the subject.

Developed as an open-ended framework, You Are the City, operates as an interactive mapping tool to observe, organize and participate in the dynamics of the urban construct in a non-hierarchical manner. Blurring the line between self and other, one interacts with You are the City exactly the same way one gets into any city: with no specific order or hierarchy. You can arrive by airplane, a main street or a secondary road, you may walk or use public transportation: the perception of the urban framework is always different, but the whole may be always the same.

Under the umbrella of a process-oriented discourse, the objective of this paper is to elaborate and display the empowerment of interaction through the lens of You are the City, an interactive and open ended mapping tool though which various actors participate in unfolding the urban construct.
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